Coordinates Spelling Game
Working with a partner, decide who will be noughts and who will be crosses. The first
player needs to throw two dice and map the coordinate they make on the spelling
coordinate grid - the first dice shows how far you need to go across the x-axis and the
second dice shows how far you need to go up the y-axis.
Use the statutory spelling challenge word in that square within a multi-clause sentence
on your whiteboard. If you manage to create a sensible sentence, cross off that square
using your chosen symbol. The first player to get three squares in a row is the winner!
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Challenge Task

Can you use three of your spelling words in the same sentence?
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Coordinates Spelling Game Answers
Working with a partner, decide who will be noughts and who will be crosses. The first
player needs to throw two dice and map the coordinate they make on the spelling
coordinate grid - the first dice shows how far you need to go across the x-axis and the
second dice shows how far you need to go up the y-axis.
Use the statutory spelling challenge word in that square within a multi-clause sentence
on your whiteboard. If you manage to create a sensible sentence, cross off that square
using your chosen symbol. The first player to get three squares in a row is the winner!
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Challenge Task

Can you use three of your spelling words in the same sentence?
Accept any sentence with three of the statutory spellings within it, e.g. I am extremely determined to
master the Spanish language but I am finding the pronunciation of certain words very tricky.
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